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The recent discovery of the memristor has renewed the interest for fast
arithmetic operations via high-radix numeric systems. In this direction,
a conceptual solution for high-radix memristive arithmetic logic units
(ALUs) was recently published. The latter combines CMOS circuitry
for data processing and a reconfigurable “segmented” crossbar memory
block. In this paper we build upon such a conceptual design and propose
a 3D extension of the classic crossbar topology via 2T1M cross-points
which still permits the parallel creation of partial products for faster
multiplication with lower circuit complexity. Furthermore, we present
a binary to high-radix data conversion circuit to complement the stateprogramming module of the previous work. A simulation-based validation of read/write multi-level memory operations from/to the 2T1M
3D memristive crossbar was performed using SPICE and a thresholdtype switching model of a bipolar voltage-controlled memristor. Such
realization of in-memory computations could lead to faster arithmetic
algorithms in future memristive ALUs.
Keywords: Memristor, memristive system, resistive switching, nanoelectronics,
crossbar, resistive random access memory, high-radix arithmetic, SPICE, parallel
computing.
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INTRODUCTION

High-radix numeric representation could further improve the performance
of future electronic computing systems through faster arithmetic operations.
The absence of an area- and energy-efficient multi-level storage device,
though, held back such practice for a long time. Currently, new devices for
information processing and storage, as well as new system architecture technologies are being highly investigated in this direction [1]. In fact, a class of
resistive-switching devices known as “memristors” or “memristive devices”
has come to the spotlight owing to the several important technological properties that the latter demonstrate and, most importantly, for their analog nature
which enables storing multi-bit values in a single resistive cell [2–4].
This multi-level tuning capability adds significantly to the potential use
of memristors in future multi-level storage cell technologies [5], being also
useful in artificial neural networks and neuromorphic systems to represent
synaptic weights [6]. Moreover, memristors could be used as logic elements
as well [7], thus giving rise to potentially achieve true in-memory computing
[8, 9]. In this direction, [10, 11] presented a conceptual solution for CMOScompatible, memristive, high-radix arithmetic logic units (ALUs) based on
the system layout shown in Figure 1. In such system design, CMOS peripheral circuits were used for binary arithmetic operations and a hybrid reconfigurable segmented† crossbar-based memory facilitated the implementation
of fast arithmetic algorithms.
In this work we focus on two main parts of such system highlighted in Figure 1, i.e. the binary-to-high-radix data-conversion and the data storage module. More specifically, we design and simulate in SPICE a novel multi-state
programming circuit applicable to both single memristors and to voltagecontrolled multi-level memristive switches [12, 13]. Moreover, we replace
the previously proposed segmented and complex memory block with a novel
reconfigurable 2T1M-based 3D nanocrossbar memory module, exploiting the
vertical integration possibility of two stacked crossbar arrays. In accordance
with the previous work, here we present circuit simulation results for up to
radix-4 level numeric representation based on a device model for voltagecontrolled bipolar memristors [14] which exhibits threshold-based switching behavior [15, 16]. The proposed here 2T1M-based 3D crossbar memory module still allows for parallel read/write memory operations and also
facilitates inherently the fast computation of partial products, as shown in
[10, 11]. The binary applied input data activate the corresponding (multilevel) programming signals, whereas the stored (high-radix) information is
†
With this term we refer to crossbar-like architecture whose nanowires are regularly intercepted by
CMOS switches to permit selective conduction.
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FIGURE 1
Block-level description of the ALU system proposed in [10, 11]. Highlighted are the two parts
of the system on which this work is focused.

converted to its binary representation via a network of analog-to-digital converters (ADC) and it is then supplied to a subsequent CMOS computational
layer. The desired system operations are maintained as described in previous
work, at lower circuit complexity, exploiting the favorable features of the true
crossbar geometry.

2

BIPOLAR MEMRISTOR MODELING

In our study we assume a voltage-controlled, threshold-type switching bipolar memristive device [14], whose behavior is generally described by the following nonlinear constitutive relation:
I M (t) = G(x) · VM (t)

(1)

The model attributes the resistance-switching effect to the modulation of an
effective tunneling-distance x (state-variable). Function G is the conductance
(memductance) of the device, whereas IM and VM represent the flowing current and the applied voltage, respectively. The resistance-switching rate is
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very slow below (or very fast above) the voltage thresholds VSET and VRESET ,
which can either be symmetric or not, i.e. |VSET | = |VRESET |. Inspired by
the original circuit model proposed by Hewlett-Packard Labs for TiO2 -based
devices in [17], this model concentrates on the tunneling-resistance of the
undoped dioxide layer and approximates the overall memristance M of the
device, as follows:
M(x) =

e2x
1
= f0 ·
.
G(x)
x

(2)

Equation 2 contains a model-fitting constant f 0 and gives the memristance
for a certain value-range of the state variable x. A heuristic equation for the
expected response of x as function of VM is given below:

m
.
x = x0 · 1 −
r

(3)

Parameter x0 is the maximum value of x. The term in parenthesis contains
a voltage-dependent parameter r and a fitting constant m, which both affect
the boundaries of the tunnel barrier width. Parameter r also defines the current state of the device. Its value is monitored and maintained within a valid
range rMIN ≤ r ≤ rMAX . Consequently, the memristance M is correspondingly maintained between two boundary values RON ≤ M ≤ ROFF according
to Equation 2. The modulation rate of x depends on the applied voltage. Such
assumption is encapsulated in the time derivative of r , which is described as
given below:
⎧
VM + V R E S E T
⎪
⎪
aR E S E T ·
⎪
⎪
c + |VM + VR E S E T |
⎪
⎨
b
·
V
ṙ =
M
⎪
⎪
⎪
V M − VS E T
⎪
⎪
⎩ aS E T ·
c + |VM − VS E T |

, VM < V R E S E T
, V R E S E T ≤ V M ≤ VS E T .

(4)

, V M > VS E T

Parameters aRESET , aSET , b, and c of Equation 4 are fitting constants that
shape the state variable dynamics. A memristor switches its state rapidly
as soon as the voltage applied to it exceeds either of its voltage thresholds.
Herein we will assume that a positive/negative voltage applied to the top terminal (w.r.t. the bottom terminal defined by the thick line in the schematic) of
a memristive device will decrease/increase its memristance. Current is piecewise linear with the applied voltage, i.e. the memristor has linear ON and
OFF states.
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COMPACT MULTI-LEVEL STORAGE AND ARITHMETIC

In memristive memories, the different levels of resistance represent different
stored data [18]. When storing one bit of information per storage cell, then
a high resistive state can represent one binary state (e.g. logic ‘0’) and a low
resistive state the other one (logic ‘1’). Owing to their analog nature, though,
memristors could simultaneously hold multiple bits of data [19]. The simplest
approach for reading information from a memristive cell is by applying a
certain read voltage across a junction and transforming the current flow into
a corresponding voltage in the output of a voltage divider, via a (set of) series
sense resistor(s) [20].
The radix-4 arithmetic system, on which the previous work was based
[10, 11], consists of the following values: [0, 1, 2, 3]4 = [(00), (01), (10),
(11)]2 . Therefore, it is required that the cross-point cells are able to be programmed in four different impedance states which correspond to the radix-4
values. In this context, Figure 2 shows how the memristance range of a particular memristor could be divided into several zones so as to represent up
to four different memory values when storing two bits per cell [10, 11]. Inbetween the six internal resistance boundaries, there are intermediate guardbands which facilitate the detection of undetermined stored values. Adequate
noise margins are necessary, although it is not always possible and/or necessary to have the valid memristance margins and the guard-bands spread uniformly and evenly across the total memristance range, as shown in Figure 2
[21]. Instead, the most appropriate distribution depends on the device behavior and fabrication technology, the desired number of memory levels, and
the programming/read circuitry. A higher number of memory levels makes
decoding circuits more complicated due to the reduced noise margins.

FIGURE 2
Indicative distribution of the valid memristance margins and intermediate guard-bands within
the total memristance range to represent two-bit memory cells.
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FIGURE 3
Design methodology for memristive four-state switches. (a) Shows the equivalent symbol for
x parallel connected memristors with same polarity. (b) Shows the interconnection using only
networks of memristors, whereas (c) presents an alternative equivalent implementation.

On the other hand, memristance-programming is normally a function of
the magnitude and duration of the applied voltage [4], even though resistance
switching properties are quite device- and material-dependent [15, 16]. In
fact, filamentary-type (threshold-type) memristors normally demonstrate significant parameter variability which impacts their controllability, i.e. impedes
achieving multi-level tuning with adequate precision [22, 23]. In this direction, [12, 13] presented the concept of composite memristive multi-state
switches (MSS) composed of small networks of memristors, being essentially
“memristors with multiple voltage thresholds”. To the best of our knowledge,
so far there has not been any experimental demonstration of such an enhanced
memristor, which however could be alternatively achieved with the circuits
shown in Figure 3 where an equivalent symbol is particularly given to represent a four-state MSS, used next in the rest of this work. Its implementation
may comprise either only memristors or memristors with anti-parallel connected diodes to add the desired offset to the memristor voltage thresholds
[24, 25].
The MSS in Figure 3(b,c) exhibits up to four different conducting states.
In fact, if all the memristors are in high memristance (ROFF ), the total
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conductance is very low (state ‘0’). Moving to any of the higher conducting
states is then accomplished by applying a voltage which exceeds the aggregate threshold of any of the three successive circuit branches. If {VRESET ,
VSET } are the voltage thresholds of a memristor, then a programming voltage of amplitude higher than VSET , 2×VSET (or VSET + VD , where VD the
diode threshold), or 3×VSET (or VSET +2×VD ) will force the MSS to state
‘1’, ‘2’, or ‘3’, respectively. On the other hand, a negative voltage of amplitude higher than |VRESET |, 2×|VRESET | (or |VRESET | + VD ), or 3×|VRESET | (or
|VRESET |+2×VD ) will have the opposite effect, changing the state of the MSS
in a reversed manner towards state ‘0’. Of course, variability in switching
thresholds (i.e. VSET ,RESET ± vo ) should be also taken into consideration during programming. The robust multi-bit programming capability of MSSs is
exploited in the novel 2T1M 3D crossbar architecture described afterwards.
3.1 Data Encoding in Multi-level Memristive States
In the ALU system shown in Figure 1, we assume that every cross-point
cell has a 4-state MSS. Therefore, the binary inputs applied on top of the
circuit topology activate the programming signals which change the conductance of every cross-point MSS of a particular crossbar row (memory word).
This way, we achieve parallel programming of one memory word per memory access [10, 11]. As an example, Figure 4 presents a circuit snapshot of

FIGURE 4
Circuit snapshot of a classic crossbar with MSS cross-points. Configuration of the column and
row switches (shown in red color) permit the simultaneous programming of the first row/word,
whereas the rest of the rows are not affected as their horizontal nanowires are left floating (or
alternatively connected to a protecting voltage source).
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FIGURE 5
MSS programming/resetting circuit via a summing amplifier and activation CMOS switches
where the input signals B1 , B0 , and Reset are applied. R2 = 2×R1 , V1 = V0 > VSET , and
VRESET > VRESET (i.e. the threshold voltage).

a classic crossbar architecture where the first row (word) is simultaneously
accessed, whereas the rest of the rows remain floating, although “protecting”
voltages could be alternatively applied to address the current sneak paths [5,
10]. Something worth-mentioning here is that, although multiple cross-points
can be accessed simultaneously, the programming phase could be a multi-step
process depending on the data to be stored; i.e. in case of binary cells, first
write logic 0 and then logic 1, since these procedures concern the application
of input voltages with opposite polarity.
More specifically, two input bits “B1 B0 ” are encoded in the state of a single MSS. To this end, here we propose a state-programming process using
input signals to control the summation of specific DC voltages via a summing
amplifier with different input-weight coefficients, as shown in Figure 5. For
the two DC voltages we use weight coefficients which correspond to the significance of the input bits. The latter control the series switches to thus allow
or cut-off the connection between the DC sources and the input node of the
summing amplifier. More specifically, the input combination “B1 B0 ” permits
the selective summation of the programming voltages V1 and V0 ; e.g., provided that the Reset activation signal is ‘0’, the input combination “B1 B0 ” =
(00)2 will give 0V, causing no effect to the stored MSS conductance. Similarly, the rest of the possible input pairs {(01)2 , (10)2 , (11)2 } will result in
a programming voltage of amplitude higher than {VSET , 2×VSET , 3×VSET }
(or alternatively {VSET , VSET + VD , VSET +2×VD }), causing a corresponding
change to the MSS state.
The same multi-state programming circuit could be applied to single
memristors as well. Its purpose is to produce programming pulses of variable
amplitude but same duration (dependent on the duration of the input combination applied to the transistor gates). Therefore, the produced output voltage
is in line with one of the possible programming schemes for single memristors discussed in [4]. This mechanism, though, does not support bidirectional
state changes. The latter means that, while going upwards from state (0)4 to
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any other radix-4 state is possible, the same does not apply when we need to
move backwards from state (3)4 to (2)4 , or (1)4 , unless we selectively change
V1 and V0 with negative values to produce negative programming voltages of
variable amplitude as required, or alternatively include more input branches
to the summing amplifier.
Consequently, in order to avoid further comparisons and such extra
programming voltages which will further complicate the high-radix stateprogramming process, we instead suggest including a single RESET voltage
VRESET of amplitude higher than 3×|VRESET | (or |VRESET |+2×VD ), able to
reset the state of the MSS directly to ‘0’, which is applied when the Reset
activation signal is ‘1’ and “B1 B0 ” is “00”. The reset step can be used prior
to any programming step, in a more general but slower operating scheme.
Nevertheless, in our case it is mostly necessary to be applied prior to moving
from a higher stored state to a lower stored state.
This is better shown in the simulation results in Figure 6; the voltage values depicted in the graphs concern the voltage drop on a series 2K sense

FIGURE 6
SPICE circuit simulation results for state programming of a four-state MSS switch using the
proposed state-tuning circuit. (a) Involves using a reset step prior to every programming. (b)
Shows that a reset step is mostly required prior to moving from higher to lower stored states.
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resistor connected to the MSS. Values of the parameters of the memristor
model are set as in [14], with R O F F ≈ 200K, RON ≈ 2K, and |VRESET | =
VSET = 2V. All the CMOS control switches in SPICE are modeled using
n-type FETs, which are selected for their wide channel resistance range
between the ON and OFF states for proper isolation of the input circuit
branches. Such switches should be able to control the power flow in both
directions, since both positive and also negative input voltages are required
to SET and RESET the MSS. Moreover, we used V1 = V0 = −4.4V, R1 =
1K with R2 = 2×R1 , and VRESET = 6.4V. This way, the output voltage
VOUT can be 2.2V, 4.4V, 6.6V (the sum of the previous two), or −6.4V when
the Reset input is active. The simulation results of Figure 6(b) demonstrate
particularly how consecutive forward state programming can take place without any intermediate reset steps.

4

2T1M 3D CROSSBAR ARCHITECTURE

In this section we present the proposed reconfigurable 2T1M-based 3D multilevel crossbar memory module, to complement the conceptual approach to a
memristive ALU presented in [10, 11]. Unlike the previously used segmented
crossbar, this novel 2T1M-based 3D architecture combines two 1T1M crossbar arrays in a 3D stack consisting of a common set of horizontal nanowires
and two different sets of vertical nanowires connected to a common crosspoint (x-point) cell.
The x-point details of the proposed geometry are generally given in Figure 7. The selector devices (here implemented with CMOS transistors) control the data flow during the memory access operations. More specifically,
Figure 7(a) shows a cross-section of the proposed architecture, emphasizing the different layers where the crossbar nanowire sets are located, and the
selective combination of a single memristive storage cell with two sets of
vertical nanowires via two CMOS selectors. For readability reasons, Figure
7(b) shows a 3D representation of the schematic in Figure 7(a), highlighting
the different orientation of the two vertical nanowire sets. The overall circuit architecture, which includes the peripheral circuitry, is generally given
in Figure 8.
In such crossbar module, programming multiple words in parallel is possible by connecting their row wires simultaneously to the ground, as shown
previously in Figure 4 [10, 11]. If the multiplicand is multiplied either by ‘0’
or ‘1’, the partial product is either ‘0’ or the multiplicand itself. As shown in
Figure 8, the bits of the binary multiplier are assigned to the crossbar rows,
with the more significant bits being arranged downwards in the crossbar rows
that are in lower position in the array. On the other hand, the multiplicand is
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(a)

(b)
FIGURE 7
2T1M-based 3D crossbar geometry. (a) 2D block representation of the proposed circuit geometry
with two separate sets of vertical nanowires. (b) The respective 3D block representation of the
schematic in (a) highlighting the different orientation of the separate sets of vertical nanowires,
following either the green or the yellow axis.

used to generate the appropriate programming signals on top of the topology, which will finally copy this number to all the memory words whose row
wires are grounded. A classic crossbar used here would simply store the multiplicand several times without introducing any left-shift operations, which
are necessary for the preparation of the partial products [26].
In view of this problem, the work in [10, 11] introduced the segmented
crossbar whose nanowires were intercepted by CMOS switches to control
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FIGURE 8
General description of the reconfigurable 2T1M-based 3D multi-level MSS crossbar memory
architecture, suitable to complement the memristive ALU proposed in [10, 11].

direction of data. However, in the proposed architecture shown in Figure 8
the input signals can be applied to either of the column nanowire sets: i.e. the
normal column nanowires (NCN) shown in green color, or the shifted column
nanowires (SCN) shown in yellow color. A combination of the horizontal
(blue) and the NCN nanowires results in a classic crossbar topology. Nevertheless, combining the horizontal set with the SCN nanowire set, results in a
shifted crossbar topology, which permits left-shifting of the applied programming signals. The x-point CMOS switches are selectively closed during programming, whereas the opposite happens in reading mode when the topology
is converted to a typical crossbar. Through the programming input circuitry
we select the appropriate set of vertical nanowires to be used, depending on
the application. The top leftmost and the bottom rightmost memristive cells
(shown in white color in the schematic of Figure 8) are not accessed via the
SCN set because they do not have any south-west neighboring cell. Nevertheless, the rest of the x-point cells have two access vias, i.e. two programming
methods.
Figure 9 shows a summary of the access operations taking place in the
proposed 2T1M-based 3D crossbar. More specifically, Figure 9(a) shows the
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FIGURE 9
Summary of the access operations allowed in the proposed 2T1M-based 3D crossbar. (a) The
equivalent circuit of a 2T1M cross-point. (b) The orientation of the two column nanowire sets
with reference to the horizontal axis. (c) A snapshot of the proposed 2T1M-based 3D crossbar,
incorporating the cross-point circuit of (a). (d), (e) Both emphasize the signal flow during the
two different supported programming modes via the NCN or the SCN nanowire set. (f) Shows
the signal flow during reading mode.

equivalent circuit of a 2T1M x-point, whereas Figure 9(b) highlights the
orientation of the two column nanowire sets with reference to the horizontal axis. Next, Figure 9(c) shows a snapshot of the proposed 2T1M-based 3D
crossbar, incorporating the x-point circuit of Figure 9(a). Figures 9(d) and
(e) present the signal flow during the two different supported programming
ways, activating either the NCN or the SCN nanowire set. Finally, Figure 9(f)
shows the signal flow during reading mode when the read voltage is applied
on the right side of the crossbar and the NCN nanowires are used to drive the
read data to the sense amplifiers.
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Through the SCN vertical nanowire set, the n th partial product correctly
contains n-1 left shifts. The memory words containing the partial products
are finally read sequentially and the data are fed to a computational layer of
fast binary adders (not shown in Figure 8). The x-points located at the top
left and bottom right parts of the crossbar cannot be used in multiplication
operations.

5

CONCLUSIONS

This work first showed how binary information could be encoded to several resistance states of voltage-controlled memristors (or composite multilevel memristive structures) simply by using summing amplifiers. Moreover,
the proposed enhanced 3D version of the typical 1T1M crossbar topology,
which replaces the previously used segmented crossbar-like complex architecture, enables the fast computation of partial products and their storage in
the memory itself. Therefore, this work contributes to the creation of future
compact storage and and in-memory computing systems, particularly facilitating the faster implementation of arithmetic algorithms in memristive ALU
systems.
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